PRESS RELEASE

WTS Global creates cutting-edge European Tax Law Centre in
Brussels
Brussels, February 22, 2018 - WTS Global, the leading global tax practice, establishes its
cutting-edge European Tax Lax Centre in Brussels under the leadership of Tiberghien
WTS Global has launched its European Tax Law Centre (ETLC) in Brussels which, under the
leadership of its Belgium member firm Tiberghien, will act as the cutting-edge European tax advisory
centre for international WTS clients. The ETLC will be headed by Koen Morbée, Tax Partner at
Tiberghien, and will consist of further highly renowned EU Law experts from amidst WTS Global
member firms across Europe.
The continuous substantial changes in EU (tax) law combined with an active European Court of
Justice (ECJ) which has ruled in more than 300 corporate tax cases since Avoir Fiscal, gave rise to
setting up an integrated European team consisting of highly experienced European tax law
practitioners with a proven track record.
The ETLC group will be fully dedicated in supporting our WTS member firms as well as identifying
opportunities and risks for our clients. The group will pro-actively inform and filter the most relevant EU
court decisions, provide background information and interpretations on EU developments and give
clear direction and guidance on how these developments will affect the business of our clients’.
The ETLC shall cover:
EU (case) law and legislation on corporate and individual income tax
State aid and tax law
Protection of fundamental rights
VAT & Customs
“By setting up the ETLC, we will help navigate our clients through the complex European tax law
developments and continue on our path to build a leading global tax practice, whereby the bundling of
our expertise plays an indispensable part. I am fully convinced that with this group of senior European
tax lawyers who spearhead the ETLC, WTS Global is paving the way towards being the dominant
player in Brussels on anything related to European tax developments.”
Wim Wuyts, CEO WTS Global.
“The objective of this highly specialized nucleus of experts who are all very well connected with
external stakeholders in Brussels is to provide new insights and clear viewpoints to the benefit of our
international clients doing business in Europe.”
Koen Morbée, Partner Tiberghien and Head of the WTS Global ETLC
Koen Morbeé who also holds a professorship on EU Tax Law at the Brussels Tax College will be
th
talking about the latest EU tax developments at the 67 TEI midyear conference in Washington taking
place on March 27, 2018.

About WTS Global
With a representation in over 100 countries, WTS Global is one of the leading global tax practices
offering the full range of tax services without the constraints of a global audit firm. WTS Global
deliberately refrains from conducting annual audits in order to avoid any conflicts of interest and to be
the long- term trusted advisor for its international clients. Clients of WTS Global include multinational
companies, international mid-size companies as well as private clients and family offices.
The member firms of WTS Global are carefully selected through stringent quality reviews. They are
typically strong local players in their home market being united with the ambition of building the tax
firm of the future. WTS Global effectively combines senior tax expertise from different cultures and
backgrounds be it in-house, advisory, regulatory or digital.
For more information please see: www.wts.com
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